
The Blue Ace Joshua Evans

(Fade in on an Exterior Shot of a nondescript building.  Text appears on the screen)

5:17pm
Slovaturk Detention Center #13

Slovaturkia, Eastern Europe

(A hooded prisoner, BARRY, sits at a barren table.  His hooded head looks around the room)

BARRY:  (Quite chipper) Hello?

(Suddenly, his hood is yanked off by an unseen figure.  BARRY squints at the change of lighting)

BARRY:  Thanks!

(Two doors on opposite sides of the room open and in walks VELASLAVA and DAVORRA, two no-
nonsense Slovaturkian interrogators)

BARRY:  (Nodding, and slightly in awe) Nice entrance.  (He looks around to try to see behind him) 
Wait, who took off my hood?  (His eyes widen in excitement) Is this a magic show?!

(VELASLAVA and DAVORRA stand on opposite sides of the table across from BARRY)

VELASLAVA:  (In a thick Eastern European accent) My name is Velaslava.

DAVORRA:  (Also in a thick Eastern European accent) My name is Davorra.

BARRY:  (Nodding) Cool magician names.

VELASLAVA:  And you are Barry Noodlemen.

DAVORRA:  Barry Noodlemen from Iowa.

BARRY:  (Stunned) Magicians and mind-readers.

VELASLAVA:  We are not magicians!  Insult us again, and I will lose it, Barry Noodlemen.

DAVORRA:  Ooooooooo... she is scary Bad Cop.  (VELASLAVA growls) You better deal with me, 
Barry Noodlemen.  I am Good Cop.

BARRY:  (Enjoying the show, nods) Good Cop / Bad Cop, got it.

VELASLAVA:  Barry Noodlemen from Iowa, the Slovaturk central government has arrested you, 
and imprisoned you here.

BARRY:  (Still chipper) Ok!

DAVORRA:  We have also arrested your entire family.
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VELASLAVA:  Your wife, Barbara Noodlemen--

(Cut to a shot of BARBARA in her own interrogation room.  She is hooded, and bopping her head
from side to side while humming a tune)

DAVORRA:  Your daughter, Julie Noodlemen--

(Cut to a shot of JULIE in her own interrogation room.  She is hooded, and picking her nose
through the hood)

VELASLAVA:  And your son, Skippy Noodlemen.

(Cut to a shot of SKIPPY in his own interrogation room.  He is hooded, but somehow still playing
on his phone)

BARRY:  (Fist in the air) The Noodlemens!

(Without stopping what they're doing, all the other Noodlemens raise an identical fist)

BARBARA / JULIE / SKIPPY:  The Noodlemens!

VELASLAVA:  (Looking around, confused) How did they hears you?

DAVORRA:  This is soundproof room.

BARRY:  It's a magic show!

VELASLAVA:  Is no magic show!

DAVORRA:  And you no Noodlemen.

(Cut to BARBARA's room.  She is un-hooded.  Standing above her is SENKA and ZORANA)

BARBARA:  I'm not a Noodlemen?

SENKA:  Do not be playing your mind tricks on us.

BARBARA:  You two are just the cutest.

ZORANA:  Your family is top secret American spy syndicate: The Night Wolves.

BARBARA:  That's a wonderful name.  Did you think of it all by yourself?

SENKA:  This is fact!  And you are making the blood in me boil!

ZORANA:  Uh oh, she is being heated up.  You better be careful.
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BARBARA:  (Claps) Oh, how fun!  You're doing Good Cop / Bad Cop.

SENKA:  Yes!  Now tell us all the facts, Barbara Noodlemen... or else.

BARBARA:  (Winks and whispers) You're doing a great job, sweetheart.

ZORANA:  Be careful, Barbara Noodlemen, she is not to be messed with.

BARBARA:  You two are absolutely adorable.

SENKA:  I am being so Bad Cop right now!

BARBARA:  (Beaming) Your mother must be so proud.

ZORANA:  Enough!

(Cut to JULIE'S room.  She is un-hooded)

JULIE:  Did you know that the 1982 Olympic Jamaican bobsled team had 18 different words for the
word “snow”?

DAVORRA:  Julie Noodlemen, you are hereby charged--

JULIE:  Did you know that a human severed toe will float?

VELASLAVA:  Julie Noodlemen--

JULIE:  Did you know that dolphins can wink?

DAVORRA:  Julie Noodlemen you are--

JULIE:  Did you know that tree houses are called “Goblin Nests” in Denmark?

VELASLAVA:  Julie Noodlemen, you-- Wait... human severed toe will float?

JULIE:  For up to 48 hours.

DAVORRA:  Why would anyone want to--

JULIE:  But a human eyeball will float for up to 96 hours.

(Cut to DAVORRA's reaction)
(Cut to JULIE's blank face, blinking once)

(Cut to VELESLAVA's reaction)
(Cut to JULIE's smiling face)

JULIE:  Did you know that you can teach a penguin to DJ?
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VELASLAVA:  (To DAVORRA, completely lost) What is happening right now?

(Cut to SKIPPY's room.  He is un-hooded, playing his game, not looking up)

SKIPPY:  You're lame.

SENKA:  No, you are the lame.

SKIPPY:  Whatever, Lame-O.

ZORANA:  She is not Lame-O!  And you are not to be--

SKIPPY:  Lame.

ZORANA:  That's it!  No more videos games, young man.

(She reaches out and snatches the video game out of SKIPPY's hand)

SENKA:  Skippy Noodlemen.  Your family has stolen valuable Slovaturk property.  Where is... 
(gets very dramatic) The Blue Ace?

(Cut to SKIPPY, who is playing his video game again)

SKIPPY:  (Barely listening) I don't know.

ZORANA:  What the?  How did you get video game back from my hand?

SKIPPY:  (Barely listening) I don't know.

ZORANA:  (Snatching the game back) Give this back to me!

SENKA:  You will now be telling us the location of... (dramatic again) The Blue Ace.

(Cut to SKIPPY, who is playing his video game again)

SKIPPY:  (Barely listening) No I'm not.

ZORANA:  (Gasps) You are sneaky devil!

SKIPPY:  (Barely listening) No I'm not.

ZORANA:  You will tell me how you get video game again!

SKIPPY:  (Barely listening) No I'm not.

ZORANA:  (Grabbing the game) I take for good now!
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SKIPPY:  (Scoffs) You guys are such Lame-Os.

SENKA:  We are not Lame-Os!  You are the Lame-O!

SKIPPY:  I know you are, but what am I?

ZORANA:  She just stated this: You are the Lame-O.

SKIPPY:  I know you are, but what am I?

SENKA:  You are the Lame-O!

SKIPPY:  I know you are, but what am I?

ZORANA:  You are Lame-O!!!!!!!!!!!!!

SKIPPY:  (Pause) I know you are, but what am I?

(SENKA and ZORANA lean in towards each other)

SENKA:  He is brilliant.

ZORANA:  (Holding up the video game) Brilliant and powerful.

(SENKA and ZORANA turn back to SKIPPY)

SENKA:  Skippy Noodlemen, let us start over--

SKIPPY:  (Playing his video game again) Lame.

(Where she once held the video game, ZORANA looks in shock at her now empty hand)

ZORANA:  What evil magic is this?!!

(Cut to BARRY's room)

BARRY:  I love magic shows!

DAVORRA:  Barry Noodlemen, if your family are not American master-spies The Night Wolves, 
then why are you here in Slovaturkia?

BARRY:  We're visiting Great Grand Ma-Ma Noodlemen.  She retired out here.

VELASLAVA:  And how did you gain access to our country?

BARRY:  We found a great travel agent on the interwebs.  Gave the ol' Noodlemens quite the deal!  
(Snaps his fingers for a great idea) Velaslava, Davorra... you ladies wanna call her?
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(Cut to travel agent, TONYA, on the phone in her office)

TONYA:  (In a thick New York accent) Tonya's Travels: Where you wanna go?

(Cut to DAVORRA and VELASLAVA talking to a conference call speaker phone on the table)

DAVORRA:  Good day, Tonya.  I am Davorra.

TONYA:  I feel ya, sistah.  I'm divorced myself.

VELASLAVA:  We have Barry Noodlemen in our custody.

TONYA:  Noodlemen?!  I love that guy!

BARRY:  Hi Tonya!  Slovaturkia is great!  The magicians here are top-notch.

VELASLAVA:  We are not magicians!

TONYA:  Yeah Barry, they're not magicians.  (Pause) They prefer to be called illusionists.

BARRY:  Oooohhh... how very European.

TONYA:  Hey, divorce lady with the funny accent... did you at least get a heap of moolah before 
kicking that deadbeat to the curb?

DAVORRA:  I do not understand these words.

TONYA:  Ha!  Tell me about it, sistah!  ...Men!  Amiright?

DAVORRA:  Were you right about men?

TONYA:  Good question!  I look back on my marriage and ask that all the time.

DAVORRA:  This conversation is hurting my head.

TONYA:  Stay strong, sistah!  Ol' Tonya's here for ya.

DAVORRA:  For what?

TONYA:  Exactly!  ...What's it all for?  You need something beautiful in your life.

DAVORRA:  I do?

TONYA:  You do.  And do you know what that beautiful thing is?

DAVORRA:  I am not knowing.
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TONYA:  Five days and four nights in beautiful Hawaii.

DAVORRA:  Hawaii?

TONYA:  Glad you agree!  I'll book the tickets now, and send you the paperwork.

DAVORRA:  But I--

TONYA:  Stop, stop, stop... there's no need to thank me.  Sweetheart, this is what I do.  You're a 
Slovaturkian Illusionist, I'm Tonya the Vacation Wizard.

DAVORRA:  You are wizard?

TONYA:  Hey Noodlemen!  Thanks for the referral, babe.  I'll hook you up when you get back to 
Ohio.

BARRY:  Iowa.

TONYA:  Whatever.

BARRY:  Splendid!

TONYA:  (Saying goodbye) Aloha, sistah!

(TONYA hangs up)

VELASLAVA:  Did you just buy trip to Hawaii?

BARRY:  Congrats!

VELASLAVA:  (Switching back to the interrogation) Barry Noodlemen, it is time to be telling the 
truth!

BARRY:  Ok!

VELASLAVA:  You left Iowa and made first stop in London, yes?

BARRY:  Sure did!

DAVORRA:  And you had conversation with woman in alleyway, yes?

BARRY:  Wow.  Again with the mind reading!

VELASLAVA:  According to our spy network, this was your conversation.

(Cut to a flashback of BARRY and BONNIE.  BARRY is definitively much cooler, and more James
Bond / Ethan Hunt, while BONNIE is a hard-nosed street thug.  BONNIE begins the scene by
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cracking open an exterior door to talk to BARRY)

BONNIE:  Hallo, Hallo... Who're you?

BARRY:  I'm The American.

BONNIE:  Well you betta talk fast, Yank, you's is being followed.

BARRY:  I need info on how to find The Chef.

BONNIE:  Hold up, Gov'na, you got a password for me?

BARRY:  1-2-3-4-5

BONNIE:  That's the dumbest password I've ever heard.

BARRY:  So dumb, it's brilliant.

BONNIE:  Well, yeah, I believe that you're dumb alright.

BARRY:  You gonna tell me about The Chef, or is this going to get ugly?

BONNIE:  Looking at you, Gov'na, it seems that we're way past ugly.

BARRY:  I don't have time for your nonsense.

BONNIE:  Alright, alright... relax, Captain America.  The Chef's got a casino in Germany.

BARRY:  If you're lying to me, I will personally come back here and kill you myself.

BONNIE:  You watch your manners, Yankee.  You come looking for me, you betta bring your full 
crew... (menacingly) cuz I'd love to meet 'em.

(Cut to BARRY's room)

BARRY:  Wow... I was so cool in that story!

VELASLAVA:  This is truth, no?!

(Cut to BARBARA's room)

BARBARA:  No way!  You guys know we went to Germany too?

SENKA:  And we know you went to a casino!

BARBARA:  How are you two so pretty and smart?
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ZORANA:  (Proud and smiling) It is the Slovaturk way.

SENKA:  And we know what really happened at this casino.

(Cut to a flashback of BARBARA in a casino.  She is elegantly dressed, much different than her
attire in the present time.  She walks up to the CHEF's table, where she is playing poker)

BARBARA:  (Gesturing to the empty seat) Is this seat taken?

CHEF:  (Barely looking up) It could possibly be yours.

BARBARA:  Are you the Chef?

CHEF:  Depends on who's asking.

BARBARA:  Names aren't important.

CHEF:  (Looks up) Then what is?

BARBARA:  Playing to win.

CHEF:  (Smiles) Take a seat.

BARBARA:  Should we keep talking mysteriously?

CHEF:  Why stop now?

BARBARA:  (Eyebrow raised) Indeed.

CHEF:  (Dealing cards) A game of chance then?

BARBARA:  A chance for a win.

CHEF:  If the “stakes” are right.

BARBARA:  (Taking cards) I'll trust the chef.

CHEF:  Care to wager?

BARBARA:  I'll wager it all.

CHEF:  A foolish move.

BARBARA:  For a foolish game.

CHEF:  (Leans in) I'll raise you A Secret.
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BARBARA:  (Leans in) I'll bet with My Life.

CHEF:  (Looks at her cards and slightly laughs.  Then looks up at BARBARA) Last chance to run.

BARBARA:  I wouldn't give you the pleasure.

CHEF:  (Revealing her cards on the table) Aces over Eights

BARBARA: (Looking at the CHEF's hand and nodding) Dead Man's Hand.

CHEF:  Death follows us all.

BARBARA:  (Flipping her cards onto the table, showing a full house) But comes looking for you.

CHEF:  (Terrified and nervous) A chance at redemption?

BARBARA:  A price well played.

CHEF:  (Nervously gulps) The cost of salvation?

BARBARA:  The Blue Ace.

(The CHEF nervously nods, and we cut back to BARBARA's room)

BARBARA:  Wow... I was so cool in that story!

SENKA:  Where is the Blue Ace now?!

(Cut to JULIE'S room)

JULIE:  Did you know that the ace of spades was based upon Napoleon's hat?

VELASLAVA:  Julie, tell us about Prague.

JULIE:  Did you know that in Prague has parking spaces for goats?

DAVORRA:  Julie, we know about the taxi ride.

JULIE:  Did you know that dolphins can be trained to drive taxis?

VELASLAVA:  Our spies tell us all about your wild taxi trip.

(Cut to a flashback of JULIE in the backseat of a taxi car, driven by ADELLA.  They are in a high
speed getaway thru the European streets)

ADELLA:  (Frantically driving) You're endangering the whole mission!
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JULIE:  (Frantically looking behind them) Just drive!

ADELLA:  You're going to get us both killed!

JULIE:  Can't this thing go any faster?!

(Cut back to JULIE's room)

JULIE:  Wait... why isn't the background moving in this car chase flashback?

VELASLAVA:  Flashback Special Effects Budget very low in Slovaturkia.

(Cut to back to car)

ADELLA:  You're going to get us both killed!

JULIE:  Can't this thing go any faster?

ADELLA:  Get rid of the Blue Ace before it's too late!

JULIE:  No!  We need to deliver it to our contact in Slovaturkia!

ADELLA:  (Making a drastic turn of the steering wheel) You'll never make it!

JULIE:  We have to make it!

(The scene freezes)

JULIE (VO):  Wait... why is she driving like that?  That's not right.

(We unfreeze.  ADELLA is now driving on the other side of the car with a fake steering wheel)

ADELLA:  (Making a drastic turn of the steering wheel) You'll never make it!

JULIE:  We have to make it!

(The scene freezes)

JULIE (VO):  No, that's not what I mean.  Go back.

(We unfreeze.  ADELLA is now driving from the backseat, while JULIE is in the front seat)

ADELLA:  (Making a drastic turn of the steering wheel) You'll never make it!

JULIE:  We have to make it!

(The scene freezes)
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JULIE (VO):  What?!  No, not like that!

(We unfreeze.  ADELLA and JULIE are both sitting on the front hood of the car, while ADELLA
continue to drive with her tin foil steering wheel)

ADELLA:  (Making a drastic turn of the steering wheel) You'll never make it!

JULIE:  We have to make it!

(Cut back to JULIE's room)

JULIE:  No!  I just meant that she didn't use her turn signal for that turn.

(Cut back the the car.  ADELLA is back in the regular driver's position.  She looks straight at the
camera and annoyingly flips on the turn signal for her turn.  Cut back to JULIE's room)

JULIE:  Wow... I was so cool in that story.

DAVORRA:  Where did the taxi take you?

(Cut to SKIPPY's room.  He's still playing his video game)

SKIPPY:  I dunno.

SENKA:  It was to your Slovaturkian contact here, no?

SKIPPY:  I dunno.

ZORANA:  Yes, your (air quotes) Great Grand Ma-Ma.

SKIPPY:  I dunno.

SENKA:  Well, we know, Skippy Noodlemen!

(Cut to a flashback of SKIPPY sitting on the ground, his back against some protective cover.  He is
sweating and breathing hard.  He holds his hands and fingers together to form a finger gun)

SKIPPY:  (Calling out, over his shoulder) We trusted you, Grand Ma-Ma!

(GGMM is also taking cover, holding her fingers together for her gun.  She is a cross between the
sweetest grandma you've ever seen, and the Terminator)

GGMM:  That's Great Grand Ma-Ma to you, sonny boy!

(SKIPPY jumps up, and unleashes a barrage of bullets from his finger gun, towards GGMM before
ducking back down.  The finger gun looks ridiculous, but the bullet sounds effects are spot on.

GGMM takes cover, then returns fire.  Cut to SKIPPY's room)
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SKIPPY:  (Still holding his video game, but looking up) Are we using finger guns?

ZORANA:  Slovaturk laws are very strict about using guns in flashbacks.

SKIPPY:  But... finger guns?

SENKA:  Very well.

(Cut to lashback.  SKIPPY is no longer using finger guns, and instead has a spatula or whisk)

SKIPPY:  You'll never get the Blue Ace, Granny!  (He fires)

GGMM:  (Her gun now a banana) Give it to me, you little twerp!  (She fires at him)

SKIPPY:  (His gun now an umbrella) I'll die before you get it! (He fires off a few)

GGMM:  (Her gun now a loaf of bread) That can be arranged, child!  (She fires back)

SKIPPY:  (His gun now a feather duster) You're too old for this game, Granny!  (He fires at her)

GGMM:  (Her gun now a cat or small dog) Respect your elders, boy!  (She fires at him)

(Cut to SKIPPY's room.  Both ZORANA and SENKA are excitedly re-enacting the gun battle.
SKIPPY stares at them like a child who's embarrassed by their parents' actions)

ZORANA:  We are being so cool!

SENKA:  Pew-Pew!  Awesomeness!

SKIPPY:  Please stop.

(ZORANA's phone rings)

ZORANA:  Yes?

SENKA:  (To SKIPPY) Come, Skippy!  Pew-Pew!  Gun battle with me!  Pew-Pew!

SKIPPY:  I'm embarrassed for you.

ZORANA:  (Into phone) Very well.  (Hanging up) Skippy, you and the Noodlemen's are free to go.

(Cut to BARRY's room)

BARRY:  Really?

DAVORRA:  We do not have enough hard evidence.
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BARRY:  Oh, I'm sorry.

VELASLAVA:  But we will be watching you.

BARRY:  Oh, fun!

DAVORRA:  You will be leaving now, Barry Noodlemen!

BARRY:  Ok! Thanks for the magic show!

(Cut to BARRY exiting walking out of the door of the detention building.  He is jovial and smiling.
He takes a deep breath, and with the exhale, all of Barry Noodlemen disappears.  It is replaced by a

the serious spy we saw earlier.  He takes out a pair of sunglasses, and cooly puts them on.
Awesome spy music begins to play, and a phone conversation begins in VO)

TONYA:  Any problems getting out of Slovaturkia?

BARRY:  Nothing we couldn't handle

(He looks out across the street, and sees BARBARA reading a newspaper.  Also in cool sunglasses,
she folds down a corner and nods at him)

TONYA:  Good.  Your team intact?

BARRY:  As always.

(He looks in a different diretion, and the same scene plays out with JULIE in sunglasses and
newspaper in hand)

TONYA:  Of course.  And the Blue Ace?

(He looks in a third direction and sees SKIPPY.  BARRY pulls down his sunglasses to the bridge of
his nose.  SKIPPY is still playing his video game.  He stops playing, and holds it up)

BARRY:  Blue Ace secured.

TONYA:  Excellent.  See you back in Ohio.

BARRY:  Iowa.

TONYA:  Whatever.

(He slides his sunglasses back on and cooly walks away)

FADE TO BLACK
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